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1.   Introduction 

The chief issues facing contact centers—the point
of contact between a company and its customers—are
to (1) improve the quality of interactions with cus-
tomers and (2) improve the efficiency of customer
contacts while minimizing any loss of quality and
maintaining a high standard of customer satisfaction
[1], [2]. The first line of customer support is provided
by customer service representatives (CSRs), who
deal directly with customers on the telephone. CSRs
are charged with receiving calls from customers,
maintaining a cheerful positive disposition, quickly
figuring out and verifying the gist of the customer’s
query, and finally providing an appropriate response
or solution to the customer’s problem. It is common
operating procedure once a customer interaction is
completed to prepare an interaction report that pro-
vides a brief description of the interaction, the content
of the customer’s call, the content of the interaction,
any views or opinions expressed by the customer, and
so on. Once this sequence of tasks is completed, the
CSR then moves on to the next call.

To put the customer’s mind at ease and instill trust,
skilled CSRs should maintain a cheerful and support-
ive attitude while talking to the customer and of
course must have the knowledge to respond to and

solve the customer’s problem [2]. The complexity
and degree of knowledge that the CSR is expected to
have vary greatly depending on the industry and the
products and services supported, but the general trend
is toward more diversified and functionally sophisti-
cated products and services, and this makes the prod-
ucts themselves as well as the CSR’s job more com-
plex [2]. The network services supported by NTT are
a case in point. At one time, NTT provided only basic
telephone services, but now the company’s billing
systems are far more diversified, optional services
have proliferated, and convergence with IP network
services has led to configurations of equipment on
customers’ premises that are more diversified and
functionally advanced. Thus, the range and complex-
ity of operational knowledge that CSRs must be
familiar with has vastly increased.

Experienced CSRs are remarkably efficient and
adept at multitasking. They are able to retrieve the
information they need (or expect to need) and begin
writing a customer interaction report even while lis-
tening to the customer’s inquiry. However, novice
CSRs still in training are inefficient at navigating the
terminal and lack the operational knowledge to
respond to the issues raised. Supervisors charged
with overseeing CSRs and ensuring smooth, efficient
contact center operations generally have to assist
novice CSRs on a one-to-one basis to enable them to
provide the right answers and gradually acquire the
hands-on operational knowledge that they need to
become experienced CSRs.
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2.   Improving operations with speech applications 

This article gives an overview of three speech appli-
cations that exploit recent advances in speech recog-
nition and speech synthesis technologies to assist
CSRs and contact center supervisors deal more effec-
tively with customer interaction operations. 

Speech recognition technology can be used to con-
vert the dialog between customer and CSR into text
data. The text data derived from the conversation can
then be used to help generate customer interaction
reports much more efficiently and automatically
retrieve the exact information needed by the CSR to
handle the inquiry. For some time now, we have had
the ability to store and play back conversations
between a customer and CSR recorded by an ordinary
voice recorder, but this new ability to apply speech
recognition to the actual content of conversation
enables actions supporting CSR operations in all
kinds of ways to improve contact center operations as
never before. Using NTT’s speech recognition engine
VoiceRex, which was modified specifically for appli-
cation to contact centers [3], we have achieved the
high level of speech recognition performance
required to implement these kinds of advanced con-
tact center operation enhancements. 

Moreover, state-of-the-art speech synthesis tech-
nology is now capable of generating sufficiently
intelligible speech from any string of text. This has
the potential of freeing up an enormous amount of
time that CSRs spend giving out routine information
by letting synthetic speech applications convey stan-
dard information and messages. For example, by
using NTT’s advanced speech synthesis engine Cra-
linet [4], we have now achieved remarkably natural-
sounding synthetic speech that certainly has high
enough quality to convey standard information and
directions to customers who call contact centers. 

Speech applications based on speech recognition
and speech synthesis thus have the potential to reduce
the burden on CSRs and supervisors who handle cus-
tomer calls and markedly improve customer contact
efficiency. This greater efficiency will not only help
reduce the operating costs of contact centers, but also
reduce the call duration of each customer contact,
which could help shorten the time that a customer has
to spend waiting on the phone. These applications
also promote a better interactive experience for cus-
tomers because they deliver accurate information
more smoothly. We expect these speech applications
to be especially useful for improving contact center
operational efficiency when the CSRs are relatively

inexperienced and when the range of operational
knowledge supported by CSRs is complicated and
diverse. 

2.1   Automatic document retrieval 
Automatic document retrieval uses speech recogni-

tion to automatically retrieve and display documents
that are needed by the CSR based on the dialog in
progress between the CSR and the customer. In par-
ticular, product support contact centers or contact
centers covering an immense range of different prod-
ucts need CSRs to retrieve the correct documents
dealing with specific issues from vast FAQ (frequent-
ly asked questions) or product databases. However,
novice CSRs have a very difficult time thinking and
fumbling with the keyboard trying to locate the right
documents while talking to the customer. It is here
that automatic document retrieval can improve the
efficiency of customer interactions by reducing the
burden on CSRs. 

Automatic document retrieval works by using
speech recognition to convert the dialog between cus-
tomer and CSR to text, identifying keywords from the
text that relate to the customer’s problem, and then
automatically selecting documents that address this
problem. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the relevant docu-
ments are displayed along with the corresponding
keywords in the window of an application developed
for the purpose. 

A narrowed-down shortlist of search results is auto-
matically retrieved and displayed while the agent is
talking to the customer, so the CSR can very easily
open the document dealing with the problem at hand
by merely selecting it. Even a relatively inexperi-
enced CSR can quickly locate all the documents per-
taining to the problem. Giving CSRs the ability to
quickly retrieve relevant documents significantly
reduces the time that customers are kept on hold
while CSRs confer with supervisors and perform
other time-consuming activities.

2.2   Support for generating customer interaction
reports 

This application reduces the time needed to create
customer interaction reports by utilizing speech
recognition results derived from the dialog between
customer and CSR. One can imagine a number of sit-
uations where CSRs might need to generate a report
such as (1) writing up claims, (2) writing up exem-
plary customer interactions for CSR training purpos-
es, and (3) writing up customer interaction activities
reports at the end of the day. 
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When writing up claims and training examples, the
reports must be fairly detailed in order to convey what
actually transpired during the call. Until now these
reports have always been prepared starting from zero
by replaying the call interaction that was recorded on
the voice recorder. The support tool for generating
customer interaction reports markedly improves the
efficiency of this task. 

Through simple trials performed at NTT Laborato-
ries we found that using the new report generation
support tool slashed the time needed to prepare the
reports by half compared with the old method of first
listening to recorded conversation and then writing
the reports from scratch. A screen shot of the report
generation input window that we developed to speed
up the report generation process is shown in Fig. 2.

My printer won’t work
—it’s causing me 
a lot of trouble! 

Okay, here’s what you 
should do if “service call 
number xxx” is displayed. 

One-click document browsing

Screen shot of the CSR’s terminal 

Documents addressing the issue 
are automatically retrieved 

CSR 

Customer

A printer problem? 
Is the “service call” 

message displayed? 

Fig. 1.   Automatic document retrieval based on speech recognition.

Calls handled 
by each CSR

Play back the parts required Correct errors

Listen to dialog at different speeds 

Key words are highlighted 
on the screen 

Content of the
interaction 

Fig. 2.   Speech recognition-based support for generating customer interaction reports.
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Essentially, the operator selects the parts of the inter-
action with the customer that need to be included in
the report and the speech recognition results for those
specific parts are then displayed on the screen. 

Sometimes speech recognition results are wrong,
but in such cases the dialog corresponding to the text
can be played back. So by quickly perusing the entire
interaction dialog and playing back just the parts that
will be included in the report, the CSR can verify the
words and correct them if necessary. 

During customer calls, there are long pauses when
neither the CSR nor the customer is speaking. Our
support tool automatically skips over periods of
silence. Moreover, the playback speed of the speech
can be varied to enable the CSR to move more quick-
ly through long sections of dialog or slow down for
parts that are hard to understand. The system can also
highlight special terms that have been registered in
advance. The highlighted keywords stand out on the
screen, so one can quickly grasp the overall gist of a
customer interaction by just perusing these keywords.
This function can also be used to identify in-house
jargon in the dialog that perhaps should be avoided
when talking to customers. 

Finally, CSRs are often required to write up cus-
tomer interaction activities reports detailing the gen-
eral nature of customer queries and the responses and
customer suggestions and opinions. Preparing such a
report generally involves going through the day’s
contacts, picking out the highlights, and editing these
disparate details into a brief summary. When CSRs
deal with long customer calls or multiple inquires,
they can  easily omit important things when they rely
just on their memories. Our tool can help by serving
as notes to jog the memory. 

2.3   Synthetic speech-based agent for delivering
standard content 

Using speech synthesis instead of the operator to
deliver standard information and messages would
save an enormous amount of time that CSRs current-
ly spend talking to callers. A typical CSR-customer
interaction can be divided into two parts: First, the
CSR figures out what the customer needs or is asking
and then provides the information that answers the
customer’s question or solves the customer’s prob-
lem. Grasping the nature of a customer’s inquiry can
probably be handled more smoothly by a human
agent than by a computerized system such as IVR
(interactive voice response), but the response provid-
ed to the customer is often a fixed message about an
event or campaign or some other standard informa-
tion.

The purpose of this application is to reduce the call
duration—the time required for the CSR to deal with
a customer inquiry—by using a synthesized speech
system to deliver the answer or other information to
the customer rather than the human operator, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3. Indeed, this approach has already
been implemented in the directory assistance service
(dial: 104), where the operator takes the call and the
number requested by the customer and then turns the
call over to a synthetic voice system to actually say
the number. Although the 104 directory assistance
service has elementary speech synthesis capabilities
for combining a limited set of predetermined words
and numbers, the system we introduce here uses far
more advanced speech synthesis technology that is
capable of articulating a detailed synthetic voice
response from any text. One of the big advantages of
synthetic speech is that the content of a message can

Customer A

Customer B 

CSR

Overview provided 
by speech synthesis 

Moves on
to next

customer

Tell me about
long-term care

insurance. 

Long-term 
care insurance...

Here’s an overview 
in automatic voice.

You want to know
about long-term
care insurance.

Hello, this is
Betty Tanaka,
your customer

service
representative.

I want to know 
how often 

I should get 
a medical 
checkup. 

Fig. 3.   Flow of synthetic speech-based agent for delivering standard content. 
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be modified immediately simply by changing the
content of the text message. This enables the content
of a message to be replaced or changed instantly in
the event of an emergency. 

The quality of text-based synthesized speech in the
past was inadequate for use in contact centers, but we
have recently achieved synthesized speech that
sounds a lot like a natural voice, a development that
now makes this kind of application practical for con-
tact centers. An actual implementation is the event
ticket information service provided by Lawson Tick-
et Inc. based on a joint initiative by NTT Communi-
cations and NTT IT. This service has already demon-
strated its worth by dramatically reducing the time
CSRs spend dealing with customers [5].

Figure 4 shows a screen shot of a new speech syn-
thesis application combining the MatchContactSolu-
tion system [6] from NTT AT and ADVICE C3 sys-
tem [7] from NTT IT. With this system, the CSR uses
his or her terminal to retrieve FAQ data managed by
the MatchContactSolution system. Then, with the
customer’s consent, one click of a button causes the
content to be read to the customer in synthesized
speech.

3.   Conclusion

The speech applications introduced in this report
are currently being evaluated in actual contact centers
to quantitatively assess the impact they have on con-
tact center operations. While continuing to assess and
collect in-service performance results at contact cen-
ters, we also plan to further refine these applications
and deploy them much more extensively at NTT

Group contact centers.
It is clear that speech applications have tremendous

potential to improve contact center operations. With
its vast resources and technological expertise in
ergonomics, retrieval systems, knowledge process-
ing, and other relevant areas, NTT Laboratories is
committed to further enhance these applications and
combine them in novel and imaginative ways to
obtain even better economical and performance
results. 
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